Optimal boundary closures are derived for first derivative, finite difference operators of order 2, 4, 6 and 8. The closures are based on a diagonal-norm summation-by-parts (SBP) framework, thereby guaranteeing linear stability on piecewise curvilinear multi-block grids and entropy stability for nonlinear equations that support a convex extension. The new closures are developed by enriching conventional approaches with additional boundary closure stencils and non-equidistant grid distributions at the domain boundaries. Greatly improved accuracy is achieved near the boundaries, as compared with traditional diagonal norm operators of the same order. The superior accuracy of the new optimal diagonal-norm SBP operators is demonstrated for linear hyperbolic systems in one dimension and for the nonlinear compressible Euler equations in two dimensions.
Introduction
Wave-propagation problems frequently require farfield boundaries to be positioned many wavelengths away from the disturbance source. Efficient simulation of these problems requires numerical techniques capable of accurately propagating disturbances over long distances. It is well know that high-order finite difference methods (HOFDMs) are ideally suited for problems of this type. (See the pioneering paper by Kreiss and Oliger [22] .) Not all high-order spatial operators are applicable, however. For example, schemes that are G-K-S stable [13] , while being convergent to the true solution as ∆x → 0, may experience nonphysical solution growth in time [5] , thereby limiting their efficiency for longtime simulations. Thus, it is imperative to use HOFDMs that do not allow nonphysical solution growth in time-a property termed "strict stability" [12] . Deriving a strictly stable, accurate, and conservative HOFDM is a significant challenge that has received considerable past attention. (For examples, see [24, 41, 38, 1, 3, 15, 39, 14] .)
A robust and well-proven high-order finite difference methodology that ensures the strict stability of time-dependent partial differential equations (PDEs) is the summation-by-parts-simultaneous approximation term (SBP-SAT) method. The SBP-SAT method combines semi-discrete operators that satisfy a summation-by-parts (SBP) formula [20] , with physical boundary conditions implemented using the simultaneous approximation term (SAT) method [5] . Examples of the SBP-SAT approach can be found in [33, 34, 35, 28, 30, 31, 36, 27, 43, 23, 9, 29, 17, 16, 19] .
An added benefit of the SBP-SAT method is that it naturally extends to multi-block geometries while retaining the essential single-block properties: strict stability, accuracy, and conservation [6] . Thus, problems involving complex domains or non-smooth geometries are easily amenable to the approach. References [27, 30, 18] report applications of the SBP-SAT method to problems involving nontrivial geometries.
A wide variety of numerical methods may be expressed as summation-byparts operators; examples include finite-difference operators, spectral collocation [8, 7] , and some finite-volume methods [45] . Herein we focus exclusively on finite difference operators. Finite-difference operators may be further categorized by the structure of their norm: a) diagonal, b) diagonal interior with block boundary closures, c) fully banded. The early papers [21, 40] report first derivative SBP operators up to 6th order, based on diagonal-norms and block-norms, while in [4] a 4th order accurate first derivative Padé type banded SBP operator is derived. The SBP framework may also be used to develop second-derivative operators. In [28] diagonal-and block-norm SBP operators up to 8th order were derived for both the first and second deriva-tives.
Matrix structural constraints required by all SBP operators preclude uniform spatial accuracy for diagonal norm finite-difference operators [21] . Indeed, a 2pth order diagonal-norm SBP operator may be closed at the boundaries with at most pth order accurate biased stencils. For first order hyperbolic problems, this implies a suboptimal convergence rate (i.e., global convergence) of (p + 1)th order when using a 2pth order interior operator. By comparision, a block norm SBP operator with an identical interior stencil may be closed at the boundaries with (2p − 1)th order accurate stencils, thereby yielding optimal 2pth order convergence. Similarly, strongly parabolic problems and second order hyperbolic problems convergence at a rate of (p + 2)th order using a 2pth order diagonal-norm SBP operator. (See [11, 46] for more information on the accuracy of finite difference approximations.)
At first glance, it would appear that block norm or banded SBP operators would be preferred for simulations with stringent accuracy requirements. It is well known, however, that block-norm SBP operators may exhibit instabilities when applied to problems mapped onto curvilinear grids [42] , while diagonal norm operators remain stable. The same instability mechanism exists on Cartesian grids for second order systems with variable coefficients [32] .
Furthermore, recent developments appearing in reference [10] provide a general procedure for developing entropy consistent and entropy stable SBP schemes for systems of equations that support a convex extension (e.g., the entropy in the compressible Navier-Stokes equations). This procedure is only valid, however, for diagonal norm SBP spatial operators. For these reasons diagonal-norm operators have gained more interest in practical applications.
State-of-the-art diagonal norm finite-difference operators approach a point of dimenishing return with 8th order interior operators and 4th order boundary closures [28, 30] , thereby achieving 5th order convergence (for first order hyperbolic systems and incompletely parabolic systems) on curvilinear grids. An optimized 10th order diagonal-norm SBP operator appears in [9] , but exhibits large negative eigenvalues that separate from the cluster, leading to very small time-steps for explicit time-stepping methods.
Herein, diagonal-norm SBP finite difference operators are derived with highly optimized boundary closures. Although the resulting operators are formally 5th-order accurate (for the 8th order case), the leading order error constants are reduced by several orders of magnitude. Thus, very accurate simulations can be performed on relatively coarse meshes. The optimized boundary operators utilize additional unknowns in the SBP boundary closures, as well as a non-equidistant point distribution at the first three bound-ary points in the domain. The superior accuracy properties of the newly derived diagonal-norm SBP operators are demonstrated for linear hyperbolic problems in 1-D and the compressible Euler equations in 2-D, where the computational domain consists of two curvilinear grids.
In Section 2 the SBP-SAT method is introduced in one spatial dimension. In Section 3 the accuracy and stability properties of the newly developed SBP operators are verified by performing 1-D numerical simulations. Verification of accuracy and stability by numerical studies of the 2-D problem is performed in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the work. The SBP operators are presented in Appendix.
The finite difference method
The focus in the present study is the derivation of accuracy-optimized diagonalnorm SBP operators. It is well known that the traditional diagonal-norm SBP operators suffer from the low accuracy at the boundaries. It is further shown [21] that 10th order diagonal-norm SBP operator require eleven boundary stencils to achieve optimal accuracy. In a previous paper [25] we derived a 10th order diagonal SBP operator using eleven boundary points. The accuracy is still very low compared to the internal scheme, and the operator is not attractive.
Definitions
The following definitions are needed later in the present study
] are real-valued vector functions with k components. Let the inner product be defined by (u, v 
, and let the corresponding norm be u 2 A = (u, u). The domain (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) is discretized using m grid points:
i.e., x denotes a vector holding the grid-points. For an equidistant grid we have
In the present study we will allow the 3 grid-points closest to the boundary to be non-equidistant to improve accuracy.
The approximate solution vector is given by
m ] is the discrete solution vector of the jth component. Similarly, we define an inner product for discrete real-valued vector Remark The matrix productHA defines a norm if and only ifHA is positive definite. For variable A(x) this can only be guaranteed if the norm H is a diagonal matrix (see [42] for a detailed study on this). Variable coefficients are often present due to the underlying physics or the geometry requiring the introduction of curvilinear grids. We will focus on both these issues in the present study.
Here we make use of the Kronecker product:
where C is a p × q matrix and D is an m × n matrix. Two useful rules for the Kronecker product are (
The following vectors will be frequently used:
To define the SBP-SAT method, we present the following definition (first stated in [31, 27] ): Definition 2.1 An explicit 2pth-order accurate finite difference scheme with minimal stencil width for the Cauchy problem is denoted a 2pth-order accurate narrow-stencil.
The SBP definitions can be found in earlier papers (see for example [28, 31, 27, 26, 29, 32] ). For completeness we restate them below for the first derivative:
e m e T m , approximating ∂/∂ x, using a 2pth-order accurate narrow-stencil, is said to be a 2pth-order first-derivative SBP operator if H is symmetric and positive definite, and Q + Q T = 0.
e m e T m , approximating ∂/∂ x, using a 2pth-order accurate narrow-stencil, is said to be a 2pth-order diagonal-norm first-derivative SBP operator if H is diagonal and positive definite, and Q + Q T = 0.
Optimal diagonal-norm SBP operators
In the present paper newly derived diagonal-norm SBP operators are presented that are optimal in the sense that we have used the "free" parameters always present when constructing SBP boundary closures (present in Q and H at the boundaries) to optimize the leading truncation errors for the boundary stencils.
The following new definition is central in the present study.
Definition 2.4 Let x q be the projection of the polynomial
onto the discrete grid-points, i.e., a vector denoted x. Let e (q) = Hx
e m e T m x q−1 be the qth order error vector. We say that
e m e T m is 2pth-order if e (q) vanish for q = 1 . . . 2 p, in the interior and for q = 1 . . . p, at the boundaries.
The traditional 2pth order diagonal-norm SBP operators are defined on an equidistant grid, with 2 p number of boundary stencils that are only pth order accurate. The 6th order operator has one "free" parameter in Q, while the 8th order one has three. By choosing the "free" parameters in H and Q to minimize the norm of the leading error vector, i.e., e (p+1) for the 2pth order case, we obtain the most accurate SBP operators possible on equidistant grids. (This procedure leads to linear equations to solve.) One way to further reduce the leading truncation errors (that are pth order) at the boundaries is to introduce more boundary stencils. This does however only work up to the 6th order case on an equidistant grid, since a valid SBP solution to this minimization can not be obtained using more than 8 boundary points. If there are free parameters left after the first minimization, we continue to minimize the norm of the next leading error vector, i.e., e (p+2) . In the present study we have derived optimal 2nd, 4th and 6th order accurate diagonal-norm SBP operators where we have used 2 p+2 boundary stencils on an equidistant grid, presented in Appendix.
A way to further reduce the truncation errors and at the same time allow for a much more accurate 8th order diagonal-norm SBP operator is to allow for a non-equidistant grid at the boundaries. Hence, we allow the location of the first boundary points to be "free" in the minimization. Allowing for a "free" location of the boundary points, however, leads to a non-linear minimization, and by using MAPLE we have found that no more than three "free" boundary points can be allowed (it simply becomes too computationally demanding). Let
where h d 1 is the distance between the first and second grid-point, h d 2 is the distance between the second and third grid-point, and h d 3 is the distance between the third and fourth grid-point. Here h = 1/(2 d + (m − 7)) and m is the number of grid-points. The grid-points are located at
where d 1 , d 2 and d 3 are unknowns in the minimization.
We have derived 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th order accurate diagonal SBP operators, where the location of the first three grid-points (closest to the boundary) are non-equidistant, see Figure 1 . For the 2nd order case we use three boundary stencils, and for the 4th and 6th order cases we use 5 and 7 boundary stencils, respectively. For the 8th order case we are restricted to 8th boundary stencils. In the present study these new diagonal-norm SBP operators will be referred to as optimal. All operators are presented in Appendix. The results presented in Sections 3 and 4 show that there is a huge gain in accuracy by allowing the grid-points to be non-equidistant at the boundaries.
Remark The process of deriving optimal SBP operators yield the optimal positions for the grid-points, resulting in a non-equidistant grid close to the boundaries. The gain in efficiency is rather high, especially for the 8th order accurate case.
The SBP-SAT method
where A = A T is a constant coefficient matrix. (We also assume initial data u(x, 0) = f (x).) This equation is now mapped onto a curvilinear grid
where
x is the Jacobian matrix. We diagonalize A by a similar transformation, A = T T ΛT, where Λ holds the eigenvalues to A. We will apply boundary conditions to the ingoing characteristics, to specify the correct number of boundary conditions. We
At the left (L) and right (R) boundaries we specify data for A + u and A − u respectively, i.e, where u L, R are the unknowns, and g L, R the corresponding data at the Left and Right boundaries, respectively. Multiplying (2) by u T , integrating by parts, adding the transpose and imposing the ingoing characteristics (4) leads to,
Hence, the problem defined by (2) and (4) is strongly well posed [12] . The semi-discrete problem using the SBP-SAT method leads tõ
whereJ = I k × J and J is the projection of the Jacobian matrix onto the diagonal. v L = I k ⊗ e We multiply (6) by v TH and add the transpose to obtain,
Obtaining an energy estimate requires that the following holds
such that the LHS in (7) can be written as v
HJ . Hence, stability on curvilinear grids can only be guaranteed if the norm H is diagonal.
Computations in 1-D 3.1 First order systems
We study the hyperbolic system (2) where
and where we specify the ingoing characteristics. Here
In this section we will make use of the following coordinate transformation,
Here l is a non-negative integer, where the case l = 0 corresponds to a Cartesian grid. A larger value of l leads to a denser clustering of grid-points close to the boundaries. We approximate this system with the SBP-SAT method, given by (6) . To test the accuracy of the newly developed diagonal-norm SBP operators we choose the analytic solution u = [sin(n π x), −sin(n π x)]
T , where n is an integer number. The convergence rate is calculated as h is the discrete l 2 norm of the error.
In Tables 1 -3 we compare the result using the traditional and optimal diagonal-norm SBP operators, with no grid-stretching, i.e., l = 0 in (11) . The solution is integrated in time using the 4th order accurate Runge-Kutta method using a CFL of 0.5 (there is little difference between the time-step restrictions using the traditional and optimal SBP operators). In Figure  2 we plot the l 2 -errors (taken from Tables 2 and 3) versus the number of grid-points for the traditional and optimal 6th and 8th order accurate SBP operators in a log − log plot, to more clearly see the huge gain in efficiency going to optimal SBP operators. To validate the importance of using diagonal-norm SBP operators for this problem we present in Figure 3 the eigenvalues to (6) where the system is defined by (10), on a grid defined by (11) with l = 2 and m = 51. We compare the spectra using the 8th order optimal diagonal-norm SBP operator and the corresponding block-norm SBP operator. The largest real part of the spectrum is referred to as λ max . A non-positive value is required for stability. Table 1 : log(l 2 − errors) and convergence rates using 3 different 4th order diagonal-norm SBP operators. The first (columns 2-3) shows the traditional diagonal-norm, the second (columns 4-5) using 6 boundary stencils on equidistant grid, and the third (columns 6-7) minimizing with 5 boundary points and 3 non-equidistant grid locations. Table 2 : log(l 2 − errors) and convergence rates using 3 different 6th order diagonal-norm SBP operators. The first (columns 2-3) shows the traditional diagonal-norm, the second (columns 4-5) using 8 boundary stencils on equidistant grid, and the third (columns 6-7) minimizing with 7 boundary points and 3 non-equidistant grid locations. Table 3 : log(l 2 − errors) and convergence rates using 2 different 8th order diagonal-norm SBP operators. The first (columns 2-3) shows the traditional diagonal-norm, the second (columns 4-5) using 8 boundary stencils and 3 non-equidistant grid locations. The third (columns 6-7) shows the 10th order diagonal-norm with 11 boundary points on equal stretching. The spectrum to (6) , where the system is defined by (10), comparing the 8th order optimal diagonal-norm SBP operator and the corresponding 8th order block-norm SBP operator. m = 51. λ max represents the largest real part of the spectrum.
Second order systems
We study the second order wave equation on piecewise discontinuous media,
Here u (l, r) denote the solutions corresponding to the left and right domains respectively, and f (l, r) the corresponding initial data. (A detailed analysis of this particular problem is described in [27] .) We introduce the following coordinate transformations,
in the left and right domains, respectively. Here l is a non-negative integer, where the case l = 0 corresponds to the Cartesian case. A larger value of l leads to a denser clustering of grid-points close to the interface and the outer boundaries. The problem (13) transforms tõ
in curvilinear coordinates, whereã
. The semi-discrete approximation of the continuity conditions
ξ can be written,
where v (l, r) are the solution vectors corresponding to the left and right domains respectively, andB (l, r) are the projections ofb l, r (ξ) onto the diagonals. The left and right domains are discretized using (m) grid points.
The SBP-SAT method for (15) is given by, The proof can be found in [27] .
To show the importance of using diagonal-norm SBP operators for this problem we present in Figure 4 the eigenvalues to (17) , on a grid defined by (14) with l = 2 and m = 51. We compare the spectra using the optimal 8th order diagonal-norm SBP operator and the corresponding block-norm The accuracy properties will be tested for an analytic standing wave solution, across a discontinuous media interface (located at ξ = 0),
The analytic solution is constructed such that u ξ = 0 at the interface (ξ = 0) by choosing a
. At the outer boundaries we impose homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. The numerical approximations are integrated to t = 1 using the 4th order RungeKutta method, with a time step dt = 0.06 h. (There is little difference between the time-step restrictions using the traditional and optimal SBP operators.)
In Tables 4 and 5 we compare the result using the traditional and optimal diagonal-norm SBP operators. We compare the convergence on both an equidistant grid, by setting l = 0 in (14) , and a stretched grid, by setting l = 2 in (14) . In Figure 5 we present the piecewise error using the two different 8th order SBP operators, corresponding to the results using m = 51 in Table 5 . Table 4 : log(l 2 − errors) and convergence rates. Comparing the traditional (columns 2-3) and optimal (columns 4-5) 6th order diagonal-norm SBP operators on non-stretched grids, l = 0 in (14) . The last four columns show the traditional and optimal 6th order diagonal-norm on a stretched grid, l = 2 in (14) . Table 5 : log(l 2 − errors) and convergence rates. Comparing the traditional (columns 2-3) and optimal (columns 4-5) 8th order diagonal-norm SBP operators on non-stretched grids, l = 0 in (14) . The last four columns show the traditional and optimal 8th order diagonal-norm on a stretched grid, l = 2 in (14). 
The Euler vortex problem
To test the accuracy properties of the new optimal diagonal-norm SBP operators in a more challenging 2-D application, we consider the nonlinear Euler equations (see for example [37] ) in curvilinear coordinates formulated in conservative form
ρ is the density (scaled to free stream density ρ ∞ ); u, v are the velocity components in the x, y directions respectively (scaled to free stream speed of sound c ∞ ); e = e i + ρ 2 (u 2 + v 2 ) the total energy (nondimensionalized with respect to ρ ∞ c 2 ∞ ) and e i is the internal energy. Pressure is obtained from the equation of state for a perfect gas p = (γ − 1)e i .
In the application below we consider the propagation of a vortex that satisfies the two-dimensional Euler equations, under the assumption of isentropy. The analytic vortex solution is steady in the frame of reference moving with the free-stream. The scaled vortex has the velocity field
where is the nondimensional circulation, (r, Θ) are the polar coordinates.
The analytic solution in a fixed frame of reference (x, y, t) becomes
; M is the Mach number; γ = c p /c v = 1.4 and x 0 is the initial position of the vortex (in the x-direction). The vortex is introduced into the computational domain by using the analytic solution as boundary data and initial data.
The main focus is to verify the accuracy for a non-smooth multi-block interface coupling. Hence, we will solve the Euler-vortex problems on a twoblock domain (see Figures 7 and 7) . Details concerning how to discretize this problem with the SBP-SAT method can be found in [44, 31, 25] .
Computations
In the first two tests we verify the convergence properties using non-stretched grids (see Figure 7 ) and stretched grids (see Figures 8 ) . The vortex in initiated (at t = 0), centered at (x, y) = (0, −0.5) , i.e., at the grid-interface between the two blocks (where there is a discontinuity in the metrics). The vortex is then propagated (to the right) along the grid interface a distance of 4 units (corresponding to t = 4) where we measure the l 2 -errors. The vortex is integrated using a 6th order accurate Runge-Kutta method [2] using a CFL of 0.4. We set the Mach number M = 0.5.
In Tables 6 and 7 we present the results using the traditional diagonalnorm and optimal diagonal-norm SBP operators where we apply no stretching, corresponding to l = 0 in (14) in both the x-and y-direction, see Figure  7 . We performed a detailed study (although not presented here) of what would be the optimal (in terms of accuracy) grid-stretching for the traditional 8th order diagonal SBP operator for this 2-block grid. This study yielded a stretching corresponding to l = 2 in (14) in both the x-and ydirection. In Tables 9 and 10 we present the results using the traditional diagonal-norm and optimal diagonal-norm SBP operators where we apply the optimal grid-stretching corresponding to l = 2 in (14) in both the x-and y-direction, see Figure 7 . In Table we list the CFL constraint (relative the second order accurate traditional SBP scheme on a non-stretched grid) for the traditional and optimal SBP schemes for the Euler vortex problem, for both the non-stretched grid, l = 0 in (14) and the stretched grid, l = 2 in (14) .
In Figure 6 we plot the l 2 -errors (taken from Tables 6 and 7) versus the number of grid-points (in each dimension) for the traditional and optimal 6th and 8th order accurate SBP operators in a log − log plot, to more clearly see the huge gain in efficiency going to optimal SBP operators. Remark By comparing Tables 7 and 10 we see that we get good accuracy also on coarse grids using the optimal 6th and 8th order SBP operators and that there is no gain using a stretched grid for this particular problem. Furthermore, the stretching had some impact on the time-step restrictions (see Table 8 ) due to very small cells close to the boundaries. However, we do obtain a significant improvement in accuracy by stretching the grids to cluster the points towards the boundaries using the traditions SBP operators (see Tables 6 and 9 ). A fair comparison of efficiency is given by taking both the achieved accuracy and time-step restriction in consideration. To test the stability properties and also the superior accuracy of the optimal diagonal-norm SBP operators (compared to the traditional diagonalnorm SBP operators) we perform long-time simulations to t = 34. The west and east boundaries are coupled using SAT, and it takes 12 units in time for the vortex to cross the domain (from left to right). At t = 34 the vortex has crossed the west-east interface 3 times.
In Figure 10 we present the solutions for two different schemes: traditional 8th order diagonal-norm SBP and optimal 8th order diagonal-norm SBP, Table 6 : log(l 2 −errors) and convergence rates using the traditional diagonalnorm operators with no grid stretching l = 0. N x and N y denote the number of grid points in the x and y directions, respectively, in each subdomain. Table 7 : log(l 2 − errors) and convergence rates using the optimal diagonalnorm operators with no grid stretching l = 0. N x and N y denote the number of grid points in the x and y directions, respectively, in each subdomain.
using 31×61 grid-points in each subdomain. The optimal 8th order diagonalnorm SBP operator yields much more accurate results. Both SBP operators are closed with 4th order accurate boundary stencils, and it is evident that the accuracy of the boundary stencils dictates the accuracy properties when block-interfaces (or boundaries) are present.
Conclusions and future work
The main focus has been to construct new diagonal-norm SBP operators with optimal accuracy properties, to combine truly high-order accuracy and stability on curvilinear multi-block grids. This is achieved by introducing more boundary stencils and (or) allowing the grid-points to be non-equidistant Table 8 : Maximal time step with no grid stretching (l = 0) and with l = 2 in (14), relative the time-step for the 2nd order scheme on a non-stretched grid. Determined experimentally on an 81 × 41 grid. Table 9 : log(l 2 −errors) and convergence rates using the traditional diagonalnorm operators with grid stretching l = 2. N x and N y denote the number of grid points in the x and y directions, respectively, in each subdomain. Table 10 : log(l 2 − errors) and convergence rates using the optimal diagonalnorm operators with grid stretching l = 2. N x and N y denote the number of grid points in the x and y directions, respectively, in each subdomain.
close to the boundaries. The boundary and interface conditions are treated with the SAT technique. We study both first and second order hyperbolic problems on piecewise curvilinear multi-block grids. Numerical computations in 1-D and 2-D corroborate the stability-and accuracy-properties and also show that the numerical schemes built on optimal diagonal-norm SBP operators are superior to the corresponding traditional diagonal-norm SBP operators. For the second order wave equation we obtain super-convergence, and also for the 2-D Euler vortex problem the new optimal SBP operators yield higher than expected order of convergence.
It is likely that further improvements in accuracy could have been achieved for the optimal 6th and 8th order cases by allowing for more than 3 "free" locations of the boundary points in the minimisation. However, due to a limitation in Maple we where forced to limit the number to 3. With other minimisation routines this limitation might be lifted. The 8th order case could potentially allow for 7 free boundary points.
In a coming study we will investigate the efficiency of using the new diagonal-norm SBP operators in a more complex 3-D setting, with focus on second order hyperbolic systems and hyperbolic-parabolic systems. 
